Transient Suppression Devices
Transient suppression devices can significantly reduce the amount of energy released as a result of over
voltage spikes and surges.

We would like to think that the AC or DC power supplies we use to power our circuits are
both clean and well-regulated supplies. However, the switching of AC inductive loads or the
switching of DC relay contacts and DC motors as part of a micro-controller project all
combine to produce a quality of power supply that is difficult to maintain.
These inductive switching transients occur when some form of inductive or reactive load,
such as a motor, a solenoid coil or a relay coil, is suddenly switched off. The rapidly
collapsing of its magnetic field induces a transient voltage which becomes superimposed onto
the steady-state supply. These inductive switching voltage transients can reach the 1,000’s of
volts.
Transients are very steep voltage steps that occur in electrical circuits due to the sudden
release of a previously stored energy, either inductive or capacitive, which results in a high
voltage transient, or surge being created. This sudden release of energy back into the circuit
due to some switching action creates a transient voltage spike in the form of a steep impulse
of energy which can in theory be of any infinite value.

This high dv/dt transient switching spike can exist either for a very short period of time
(milli-seconds or micro-seconds), or they can occur every so often over short periods of time,
for example randomly two or three times a day. We must also realise that transients do not
always start at zero volts but can be superimposed onto another voltage level. Either way,
transients are bad as they can damage electronic equipment and therefore need to be
suppressed and controlled.

Transient suppression devices can take on many forms from arc contacts, to filters, to solid
state semiconductor devices. Discrete semiconductor transient suppression devices such as
the Metal-oxide Varistor, or MOV, are by far the most common as they are available in a
variety of energy absorbing and voltage ratings making it possible to exercise tight control
over unwanted and potentially destructive transients or over voltage spikes.
Transient suppression devices can be used in series with the load to either attenuate or reduce
the energy value of a transient preventing its propagation through a circuit, or they can be
used in parallel with the load to divert the transient away, usually to ground, and so limit or
clamp the residual voltage.
Attenuation of a voltage transient is usually accomplished using low-pass filters connected in
series with the load circuit. When a voltage transient occurs it is usually a fast moving, high
frequency spike so the filter attenuates or blocks this high frequency transient while still
allowing the low frequency power or signal component to continue undisturbed. A good
example of transient attenuators are mains filtered extension cords.
Diverting a transient is usually accomplished using a voltage-clamping type device or by
using what are commonly called a crowbar type device. These parallel connected devices
exhibit a nonlinear impedance characteristic as the current flowing through them is not linear
to the voltage across their terminals as given by Ohms Law.

A voltage-clamping device such as an MOV, has a variable impedance depending on the
current flowing through the device or on the voltage across its terminal. Under normal
steady-state operating conditions, the device offers a high impedance and has therefore no
effect on the connected circuit.
However, when a voltage transient occurs, the impedance of the device changes increasing
the current drawn through the device as the voltage across it rises. The result is an apparent
clamping of the transient voltage. The volt-ampere characteristic of a clamping devices is
generally time-dependent as the large increase in current results in the device dissipating a lot
of energy.
Crowbar devices are another type of transient suppression device which diverts over voltage
spikes away from a circuit as a result of a switching type turn-on action. Crowbar devices are
similar in operation to a zener diode in that under normal steady-state conditions they have no
effect on the circuit. When a transient is detected, they rapidly switch “ON” offering a very
low impedance path which diverts the transient away from the parallel-connected load.
Then discrete transient suppression devices can be divided into three basic categories
depending on their type of connection and operation.


Series (blocking) connected Low Pass Filters.



Parallel (shunting) connected Voltage Clampers and Voltage Clippers.
 Parallel (shunting) connected Crowbar devices.
and this can be shown as:

Transient Suppression Devices

Series Transient Suppression Filters
Transients on an AC power line can range from a few volts to over several kilo-volts above
the normal mains voltage. Suppression devices which attenuate or block these transient use
filter circuits to effectively eliminate these mains born transients by inserting a 100Hz filter in
series with the connected load.
The frequency component of a fast switching voltage transient can be much higher than the
slow moving fundamental frequency of the AC source. Thus an obvious choice to attenuate
and control these unwanted transients is to use a low-pass filter section between the source
and the load.
Low pass filters, such as an LC filter, can be used to attenuate any high frequency transients
and allow the low-frequency power or signal to pass through undisturbed. The simplest form
of transient suppression filter is that of a resistor-capacitor RC filter placed directly across the
power line to attenuate any high frequencies transients.
Filters intended for AC power applications generally comprise of inductances and capacitors
to form multistage LC filters whose degree of attenuation depends on the number of LC
stages in the filter. A typical series connected AC mains transient suppression filter is shown
below.

Typical Transient Suppression Filter

This basic two-stage low-pass AC filter provides a high insertion loss between line-to-line
and line-to-ground throughout the frequency range offering effective transient voltage
protection by stopping any high-frequency transient and noise from reaching the connected
load equipment. Also as well as reducing voltage spikes and transients, these mains power
filters can help eliminate any radio-frequency interference or emissions given off by the
power supply.

Voltage Clamping Transient Suppressors
Voltage clampers are used to limit the amplitude of a transient across a circuit. A voltage
clamping device begins conducting when a preset threshold voltage is exceeded, then returns
back to a non-conducting mode when the overvoltage drops below its threshold level. Thus
overvoltage spikes are clipped off to a safe level by the clamping device.
Voltage clamping devices are generally placed across the supply and in parallel with the load
to protect it against any unwanted high dv/dt voltage transients. A voltage clamper can be
something as simple as a zener diode across a DC supply, but for bi-directional AC supplies
we need to use metal oxide varistor (MOV), suppression diodes or voltage dependent resistor
(VDR) for over-voltage protection.
Note that voltage clamping devices divert surge currents, they do not absorb them as with a
filter, so care must be taken to ensure that the path used to divert the transient does not
produce or create its own problems for the circuit.

Zener Diode Transient Suppressors
Zener diodes are used for protection on DC supplies (unidirectional) as they behave like
normal diodes in their forward biased direction, but break down and conduct in their reverse
biased direction. Thus a zener diode’s reverse breakdown voltage, VZ can be used as the
reference or clamping voltage level.
In the reverse direction and below the their zener breakdown voltage, VZ zener diodes exhibit
high impedance to the supply and conducts very little leakage current. However, when the
voltage across the zener is greater than its zener voltage, it starts to breakdown with its
conduction increasing gradually as the voltage across it increases exhibiting a very low
impedance path to the over voltage transient.

Zener Transient Suppression

When connected across a supply or across the components being protected, the zener diode is
effectively “invisible” until a transient voltage appears as it has a high impedance below its
reverse breakdown voltage and a low impedance above its reverse breakdown voltage.

When the zener is in the breakdown mode of operation, that is when suppressing a transient,
the diode clamps the over voltage instantly to limit the spike to a safe level and then returns
back to normal once the transient voltage is below the zener voltage, VZ. Then the clamping
voltage, VC is therefore equal to the zener’s reverse breakdown voltage. Because of these
clamping characteristics, the zener diode is used to suppress transients as it clamps potentially
damaging currents away from the protected load.
The surge current and power capability of the zener diode is approximately proportional to its
junction area. Most zener diodes are designed to operate at low power and voltage levels.
Zener diodes designed to operate at higher voltage levels and absorb higher surge currents
without damage are known as Avalanche Diodes.
We said earlier that a single zener diode can only be used for transient suppression on steady
state DC supplies due to their forward biased diode characteristics. But by connecting two
zener diodes “back-to-back” we can use their clamping characteristics across a bidirectional
AC supply.

Zener Transient Suppression

By connecting two zener diodes back-to-back we can now protect both the positive half cycle
from overvoltage transients with one zener diode and the negative half cycle with the other.
If both the zener diodes are of the same reverse breakdown voltage, then a transient voltage
of either polarity will be clamped at the same zener voltage level as one zener diode will be
effectively in its reverse bias mode while the other will be in its forward bias mode.
While two back-to-back zener diodes can be used for transient suppression of an AC supply,
transient voltage suppressor (TVS) devices are available with opposing junctions built into a
single device making them ideal for AC power applications. Bidirectional avalanche diodes
are available in a range of voltage and power levels.

MOV Transient Suppressors
While zener diodes and fast recovery avalanche diodes are fast acting and effective at
clamping overvoltages, the most common overvoltage suppression clamping technique is the
use of metal oxide varistors, or MOV’s. As well as their high voltage ratings, metal oxide
varistors are capable of handling much larger surge currents, be it at a slower rate, and can be
used in both DC and AC power lines to protect from voltage extremes such as overvoltage
transients.
The MOV is a semiconductor voltage-dependent variable resistor which is placed in parallel
(shunt) with the load, or component to be protected. MOV’s have a high resistance at low

voltage and low resistance at high voltage and their nonlinear voltage-current characteristics
make them useful in guarding against power-line surges and overvoltage transients.
MOV’s behave in a similar manner to back-to-back zener diodes as they can be used for
bidirectional voltage clamping with the conduction of the transient increasing as the voltage
across it increases. These small disk-shaped metal-oxide type of varistors offer high
breakdown voltages in both directions and can absorb higher amounts of energy, they are
often rated in joules rather than watts.

MOV Transient Suppression

Being a voltage clamping device, metal oxide varistors offer very high resistances when the
voltage across its terminals is below its pre-determined breakdown value acting more like a
voltage dependent resistor (VDR). When exposed to high transient voltage of either polarity,
the electrical characteristics of the device changes and its resistance becomes very small
clamping the voltage to a safe level.
Then the main purpose of the metal oxide varistor when used as a transient suppression
device is to clamp the voltage appearing across it to a safe level as in most applications, the
device is placed in parallel with the circuit or device to be protected.

Crowbar Transient Suppressors
Another type of parallel (shunt) connected transient suppression device is known
as crowbar protection Electronic crowbar devices conduct when a preset threshold voltage is
exceeded by triggering to a conductive on-state resulting in a voltage drop of only a few
volts, hence the name crowbar.
Crowbar devices and circuits effectively create a short circuit when a trigger voltage is
reached and are commonly found in stabilised power supplies which have been designed to
produce a fixed output voltage, for example a constant 12 volts or 5 volts, but can also be
used to protect a circuit or load from transient over voltages.
Semiconductor-based active crowbar circuits are placed in parallel (shunt) with the load and
are capable of attenuating very large surge currents. Thyristors are generally used in crowbar
circuits as they have a low “on-state” voltage and can keep voltage levels well below
damaging levels. Once fired they can divert a substantial amount of transient energy to
ground through themselves as they act as very low impedance type switch.
The disadvantage here is that this short circuit may cause circuit fuses or circuit breakers to
operate if additional commutation circuitry is not provided to turn “OFF” the crowbar clamp

once switched “ON” especially in a DC system because the power supply is shorted by the
crowbar device and the output voltage will therefore be zero. Consider the simple crowbar
clamping circuit below.

Basic Crowbar Clamping Circuit

Here a thyristor or SCR is placed across the supply and the load with the voltage divider
circuit set up by resistors R1 and R2 set to bias the thyristors gate at a level low enough for it
not to be triggered “ON” during normal operation. Then the SCR is cut-off and nonconducting.
However when an over voltage transient occurs and rises above a predetermined level, the
voltage drop across resistor R2 also increases and becomes sufficient to trigger the gate of the
SCR into conduction which in turn clamps the voltage transient protecting the load. The
problem here is that while the load is protected from the over voltage, it does not protect the
power supply thereby blowing the fuse of the power supply. Then the protection of the load
from the transient created by short-circuiting the power supply may be greater than the event
that triggered it.
As well as using thyristors, for over voltage protection of AC power supplies, triacs can be
used as a crowbar device and triggered into conduction in a similar way. The advantage of
using thyristors or triacs for crowbar protection of AC supplies is that they will automatically
turn-off at every half-cycle. So if a short-duration transient of a fraction of a millisecond
triggers the crowbar device, the shunting action would only short-circuit the AC power line to
which it is connected for at least one half-cycle which may be too fast for the fuse-link to
blow.

Zener Crowbar Transient Suppressors
We can improve the transient sensing and performance of the basic crowbar circuit above by
using a zener diode to detect an over voltage condition. Here the resistive voltage divider
circuit has been replaced by a zener diode as shown.

Zener Crowbar Clamping Circuit

The DC supply voltage, VS is monitored by the zener diode which is acting like a transient
detection component, and whose zener voltage, VZ rating determines the voltage level at
which the SCR turns on. When the DC supply voltage is lower than the reverse bias rating of
the zener diode, the zener diode does not conduct so no voltage or current is applied to the
gate of the SCR so remains turned “off”, non-conducting.
If the supply voltage increases above the zener voltage rating as in the case of an overvoltage
transient, the zener diode starts to conduct allowing gate current to flow into the SCR turning
it “on” and shorting out the load supply voltage and blowing the fuse. Then the load is
protected from transient voltages above the zener voltage, VZ as the zener diode only carries
the gate current for SCR to turn “on”, as the SCR itself will carry the bulk of the shunt
current.
While this zener crowbar circuit is an improvement on the basic voltage divider network, it
suffers from a soft turn-on action because the knee at zener breakdown voltage is curved
rather than sharp rise. The basic crowbar circuit that can be modified and improved further by
adding some voltage gain to the detection and triggering circuit in the form of a single
amplifier circuit or op-amp circuit.
To that end, thyristors with an over voltage trigger built in have been designed to crowbar
unidirectional or bidirectional transients and voltage surges. Such as the The RCA SK9345
series of IC crowbars which are designed to protect power supplies of 15 volts, the SK9346
which protects 112 volts, and the SK9347 protects which 115 volt supplies. All use an
integrated circuit with a built-in zener diode, transistors, and an SCR. The MC3423 over
voltage crowbar sensing circuit is a single IC designed to be used with an external crowbar
SCR.

Transient Suppression Devices Summary
As we use more electronic devices in our daily lives, we are becoming more dependent on
over voltage protective devices for their role in protecting our equipment from voltage pikes
and surges. Transient over voltages are usually caused by inductive or capacitive switching
circuits which release sudden, high-voltage spikes.
These voltage spikes and surges can consist of high energy for a short period of time, or
intermittently for short periods of time and are superimposed on top of a stead-state value
such as an AC mains waveform.

Over voltage protection circuits can take many forms from series connected filters which are
designed to pass power-line frequency voltages and currents while rejecting unwanted high
frequency harmonics and noise, to parallel connected clamping and crowbar circuits which
dissipates the over voltage to ground.
The simplest type of AC power-line filter is a capacitor placed across the voltage source. The
impedance of the capacitor changes resulting in attenuation of high-frequency transients. In
most applications, the transient suppression device is placed in parallel with the protected
load, or in parallel with some component to be protected.
The main purpose of a voltage suppression circuit is to clamp the voltage to a safe level. The
most common form of voltage clamping devices are metal oxide varistors, MOV’s and Zener
Diodes. MOV’s are best suited for protection on bidirectional AC power supplies, while
zener diodes are best suited for smaller low energy DC supplies.
Solid-state crowbar circuits which use an SCR or triac as a “crowbar” rapidly shorts the
voltage transient across the power supply to blow the fuse for over-voltage protection. Hybrid
transient/surge protectors combine a crowbar with a clamp, or a clamp/crowbar with a filter,
in one module and there are many different combinations are possible.
.

